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Convectively driven downburst winds pose a threat to structures and communities in many 
regions of Australia not subject to tropical cyclones. Extreme value analysis shows that for 
return periods of interest to engineering design these events produce higher gust wind speeds 
than synoptic scale windstorms. Despite this, comparatively little is known of the near ground 
wind structure of these potentially hazardous windstorms. With this in mind, a series of idealised 
three-dimensional numerical simulations were undertaken to investigate convective storm wind 
fields. A dry, non-hydrostatic, sub-cloud model with parameterisation of the microphysics was 
used. Simulations were run with a uniform 20 m horizontal grid resolution and a variable vertical 
resolution increasing from 1 m. A systematic grid resolution study showed further refinement did 
not alter the morphological structure of the outflow. Simulations were performed for stationary 
downbursts in a quiescent air field, stationary downbursts embedded within environmental 
boundary layer winds, and also translating downbursts embedded within environmental 
boundary layer winds.  
Results show reasonable agreement with previous numerical simulations and limited full-scale 
observations. A ring vortex is shown to lead the diverging burst front in cases of no or light 
environmental winds, but the asymmetry introduced by environmental winds prevented the 
formation of a prominent vortex. Increases in both environmental winds (and therefore 
downdraft tilt) and translation velocity led to a deepening of the observed boundary layer at the 
time of maximum storm intensity. This highlights possible variability in downburst wind 
structure and poses interesting engineering questions for those charged with codifying these 
events. When simulated events occurred over topographic features, as is the case with boundary 
layer winds, wind speeds in the vicinity of the crest were shown to increase. For downburst 
winds however, this increase was less than observed for boundary layer winds. This too is 
important for engineering codification and windstorm damage assessment.  
